Technical Bulletin

Date: December 28, 2017

Product Line: Bambi

Models: All Standard Bambi Buckets

Subject: Data Tag Relocation

Details

In order to protect the serial and data tags on the buckets from wear, they have been relocated from the control head to the bucket shell on new standard Bambi Buckets. The instructions found on the head will remain, but all model specific information will be found on the data tags located inside the shell near the top webbing. This change has been implemented for all standard Bambi Bucket models. See the images below for reference.
This Technical Bulletin is available on the SEI website. [http://www.sei-ind.com/resources/manuals](http://www.sei-ind.com/resources/manuals)

For further details, please contact the following SEI representatives.

**Contact**

Robert Button, P.Eng  
Product Engineer, Aerial Firefighting Division  
604-946-3131 ext. 423  
robert@sei-ind.com

Alex Wutschnik, EIT  
Product Engineer, Aerial Firefighting Division  
604-946-3131 ext. 139  
alexw@sei-ind.com